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IDG not propose this afternoon to give you any results of

recent research or to relate any of those interesting

discoveries which recent digging has enabled us to make.
Such things are duly recorded in volumes of our Surrey

ArchcBological Collections. I propose on the contrary to use

the time at our disposal, to review some of the general con-

siderations which underlie the writing of local history.

Local history, as I need hardly tell members of the Surrey

Archaeological Society, is a fascinating subject, perhaps the

more so that it does not usually deal with the doings of great

men, but with those of ordinary folk Hke ourselves. Although
from time to time we come upon the traces of political con-

flict or mihtary action, these are for the most part occasional

intrusions, and the real subjects of local history are the doings

of commonplace people, and the changes in their customs and
outlook and in their physical surroundings, in particular in

their land and buildings. It is a fascinating subject of con-

templation when walking across an EngUsh agricultural parish,

of the history of which you know something, to reflect how
the face of the land has changed. This field, which is now
down to grass and is enclosed with quickset hedges, was, you
perhaps know, always ploughed in the Middle Ages—it was
part of a common field where there were no hedges. In

Tudor times, or later, when sheep farmers made fortunes, it

was enclosed and went down to grass. Later stiU, we will

say in the days of Napoleon, perhaps when wheat touched

^ An Address given to the Surrey Archceological Society at Guildford
on May 4, 1929.
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156s. a quarter (as it did in March 1801), or it may be before

that, it was again ploughed up to grow wheat. But the

agricultural depression of the 'eighties again caused it to go

back to the green grass, perhaps not even to be laid down,

but to tumble down to grass. A zealous Committee in 1917,

it may be, insisted on its being ploughed up, but as it is a stiff

poor clay the farmer has again laid it down to grass. What
can reveal more of the views and habits of our ancestors

than their buildings ? That house was built about the middle

of the seventeenth century, when the deer park, which some

great mediaeval family had held, was cut up. You can still

see where the bank and ditch ran which surrounded the park.

The additions to the house were perhaps made a hundred

years later, when the yeoman family which owned it had sent

sons to London, one of whom made money in business, a

business which was a good deal riskier than ours, but brought

to the enterprising and fortunate large returns. Have you

ever considered the effect on the market, say at Oporto,

where there was a considerable English Colony in the eighteenth

century, of a strong south-west wind blowing up Channel for

six weeks, and what the lucky man could make who alone

succeeded in getting his ship in ? The style of the broken

pediments or the depth of the reveal to the windows may
make the date of the house clear enough to an architect, but

if you know anything of the people who built and lived in the

house, house and people will each throw a flood of light on

the other.

Indeed nothing is so delightful in local history as the way
in which, working in a very limited sphere, one finds one

fact throwing light on another. Not that it must be supposed

for a single moment that the facts of local history are always

easy of explanation, or that in some cases the problems are

soluble at all. For we are always up against the particular.

Those who suppHed us with our materials, the mediaeval

baihff, the lawyer who drafted a conveyance of land, the man
who made his will on his deathbed, as our ancestors so often

did, or the merchant who kept his accounts, had little thought

for the opinion of posterity, such as the pohtical memoir

writer, or the orator who wishes to command the applause

of listening Senates almost invariably has. They had little
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temptation to play to the gallery, and they were, as far as

the local historian is concerned, wholly inconsiderate. They

drag in whatever was useful to or interested themselves,

with references to what was perfectly intelligible to them,

but with no thought for the puzzles which they set, and you

will sometimes find a document which you hail with delight

because it suddenly gives you the key to what had long defeated

you, but which redresses, or more than redresses, the balance

by raising two or three new questions to which it seems to

furnish no clue. Nevertheless, it is wonderful what the patient

interrogation of documents will reveal. Much that is unin-

telhgible at first becomes clear after you have grown familiar

with other documents of the same sort, and have learnt, so

to say, the orientation of mind of writers of the same kind,

and much is often clear to anyone who knows the actual

place which might puzzle the most learned historian sitting

in a distant library.

Perhaps the greatest fascination of local history is really

its limitation. You are always dealing with particular places

and particular men, you are always up against the individual

fact. It is rarely open to you to make a sweeping generaliza-

tion—that is reserved, one is almost tempted to say, for the

general historian who does not know the facts. It is so easy

to generalize, and we are all continually doing so. And indeed

it is eminently right that we should do so, provided always

that we do not believe too firmly in our generalizations.

We ought, of course, to treat them as the cynical Greek told

us that we should always treat our friends, that is, as if they

might one day become our enemies.

The local historian should therefore always remember that

he is moving in a world of individuals and of particular, often

fragmentary, facts, but he may also remember that the

evidence for those facts is for the most part from its nature

generally less liable to distortion than the facts of general

history.

The other point on which local history is specially fascinating

is its variety. I remember that when I was a boy, I some-

times puUed out one of the huge folio volumes of Manning and
Bray's History of Surrey, which stood in my father's library,

and after reading a page or two of some manorial descent
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concluded that it was dull, monotonous stuft. But this was
a very superficial view. Being very close to fact it has all

the variety of reahty. Why does Thomas Cole, in 1325 hold

one virgate at Banstead, for which he not only pays a money
rent of 5s. 10^. but further sums of money for tallage and
other services, and yet has to hoe and plough on certain

occasions as well, while William le Kyng, junior, lucky man,
holds half a virgate and pays 75. for all services ? Why
does Martin in le Lane hold a farthingland on the hill con-

taining 3I acres, which presumably means a virgate of 14 acres,

while Gonnora de Dunsthudd holds a virgate in the weald

of 60 acres ? What does the steward mean in 1275 when he

claims that 22 quarters of wheat went in sowing 90 acres of

land ? To answer the first question, you must consider the

economic and legal aspects of the mediaeval manor ; to answer

the two latter, you must know something of the history of

agriculture. " To farm let by indenture of the Prior and
Convent of the late church of the Blessed Mary Overey of

Southwark under their common seal in the i6th year of

the present King Henry VIII to hold to the same Richard

etc. to the end and term of forty years." Was this a usual

term, and what was the policy of the Convent in dealing with

their land on the eve of the Dissolution ? The question,

which involves the relations of Richard to the Convent and

to the King, and their relations to the parish, cannot be

answered without some attempt to understand the economic

and legal position of the Monasteries, the meaning and

trustworthiness of Henry VIII's Valor Ecclesiasticus, and

so on.
" I bequeath my soul to Almighty God, our Blessed Lady

the Virgin and to all the holy Company of Heaven and my
body to be buried in the churchyard of the parish church,"

says a testator of 1533. What about the new doctrines of

the Reformation ? Anne Boleyn was already Queen of Eng-

land. And why in the churchyard ? These questions bring

us into contact with the movement of opinion, and social

usage.
" Gave to four passingeres is." is noted in a Churchwarden's

accounts of 1691. Who were these passengers ? Evidently

not what we call passengers. They were in fact those very
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important people, labourers moving about in search of work,

and the explanation brings us up against the history of the

Poor Law.

Items such as a carrier's charge of gd for " bringing a dussin

of wine down " from London in 1762, or a charge for a " Load
of goods from London 15/- " from a farm ledger of the same
time, inevitably raise the question how transport was effected

when there were few or no hard roads. If you have to arrange

to-day for carting stone or coal the first thing that you will

consider after the distance is the nature of the road. But the

first turnpike road made in Surrey under an Act of 1696
was guarded by posts so that wheeled traffic should not use

it. Why was this ? Our ancestors evidently thought that

better use could be made of a hard road than by driving down
it, and the pedestrian of to-day who attempts to walk down
a frequented highway, may think that there was something

to be said for their point of view. In any case it is clear that

the local historian must know something of the history of

transport.

It would be easy to multiply instances of this kind almost

indefinitely, but in brief it may be said that the best local

historian is one who has a thorough knowledge of the social,

economic, legal, political and ecclesiastical history of the

country, of agriculture and of architecture, with a reasonable

knowledge of other branches of historical inquiry, and an
understanding of the actual conditions of his own day, since

we cannot hope to understand the past if we cannot even
understand the present from which we start. I need hardly

add that such a man does not exist.

Nevertheless, though the local historian always falls very
far short of this ideal, he may at least claim to be one of the

specialists, who are slowly rewriting the history of England
;

not indeed the poHtical history which has been much more
fully done already, though every generation judges that afresh

in the light of its own experience, but the history of private

persons, who always have been, and always will be, the vast

majority, and therefore the most important part of every
nation. We live in hope that some day, but not in our time,

the great man will come, some Maitland of the future, who
will synthesize the material which is being collected.
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I will now make some reference to the sources of local

history. First of all, there is the face of the country itself,

the importance of which to anyone who would understand

local history is paramount. The influence of geography on

history is an accepted commonplace, but local history cannot

be understood merely by looking at maps, though they reveal

a great deal, or by generalizations from geology, important

as they may be. The local historian should know his country

by heart. He must have walked over it, ridden over it—shot

and hunted over it if you will—above all lived in it. The
configuration of the ground will make clear to one who knows
it what is unintelligible in a document. Further there may
be earthworks or burial-places to be examined—it is a thrilling

experience to dig out of the ground when you happen to be

making a new tennis court, a man who has been lying there

for four or five thousand years. But above all it is necessary

to know your country intimately because it is the most per-

manent, the most abiding factor, which has moulded the men
who lived on it silently but incessantly. Why do the parishes

in the south part of Surrey run in long strips from north to

south ? The village was put on the sand in the middle for

obvious reasons—^the chalk hills on the north were clearly

necessary for pasture. On the south there is the Wealden

clay, and if you have seen that clay farmed, if you know
how, as soon as a field is left to itself, the thorns and oaks

begin to spring up spontaneously, you realize at once what

must have been the condition of that part of the country

before it was cleared. These parishes when they were formed

evidently had no southern boundaries. They ended on the

forest, and just lengthened out as the forest was slowly brought

under the plough till they could extend no further, because

they met the Sussex border. As a matter of fact, this view

does not merely fit the nature of the country, but there is

besides certain documentary evidence, which makes it prac-

tically certain that it is correct. But it is a view which the

written evidence by itself does not necessarily suggest.

The remarks which I have just made about the face of the

country have, as a matter of fact, a very special force at the

present time, for it is changing rapidly. The wholesale

widening and straightening of old roads with the accompany-
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ing destruction of the trees which have always been the

crowning beauty and glory of the English countryside, the

making of new roads which scar the face of the country, the

pulling down of old buildings and the erection of masses of

tasteless new buildings, though for that matter the result

would not be very much better if they were all built to designs

by Christopher Wren, in brief the urbanization of the county,

is rapidly destroying what was characteristic and what was
beautiful. It is a great mistake to idealize earlier generations,

and those who know most about them will probably be least

prone to do so, but whatever their defects it is clear that in

one respect they were very greatly our superiors, and will

be still more the superiors of our children, for they possessed

an extremely beautiful country, and its beauty was in no
mean degree their creation, as anyone can see for himself

who looks at their parks and buildings. That beauty is now
disappearing before our eyes like snow melting in the sun,

and it is perfectly certain that it can never be restored, for

even if some later generation can so order its life that the

country may again become beautiful, that beauty will be a

new beauty and cannot be that of a past, which though some
fragments of it may be preserved, can never be brought back

to life. It is probably easier for us than it will be for genera-

tions living in a very different world ideally to reconstruct

the past, and indeed to anyone who looks on Surrey as it is,

and knows what it was, there is a melancholy satisfaction in

doing so.

And here I would like to add a word about maps, lest in

insisting on the importance of knowing the actual face of the

country I should in any way seem to have disparaged them.

Maps are invaluable evidence for local history, and the Society

some years ago endeavoured to collect information with

regard to Surrey maps. A list of Surrey maps in the Record

Office was accordingly published in Volume XXXIII of our

Collections, and a further article appeared in the following

volume, but the appeal there made for further information

has produced no effective result. Now we have in the tithe

maps compiled after the passing of the Act for the Commuta-
tion of Tithes in 1836 a most valuable source of information,

especially in respect of forgotten field names and features
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which owing to building have disappeared. A few of these

maps are generally available having been reproduced in parish

histories, and a proposal was considered a few years ago to

print and publish the others, but owing to want of funds was

abandoned. Anyone who will help in getting these maps
printed is doing a real service to local history.

The main source on which the local historian must rely is

of course, as for all other history, written documents of various

kinds. This is not an occasion on which it would be desirable

to attempt to enumerate the various kinds, nor indeed in the

time at our disposal would it be possible to do much more

than produce a dry catalogue. But something on the subject

should be said. The documents on which the local historian

must rely are mainly of two classes, those which belong to

and have been preserved by the central authority, the records

of government, and those which belong to local authorities,

civil or ecclesiastical, or to private persons. This is, of course,

only a very rough division, for a number of private documents

are to be found in the Record Office and British Museum and

some Government records have passed into private hands,

but it will serve for the present purpose. Now both classes

are subject to the great disadvantage that it is not easy for

the local historian, who is hunting for somewhat special

information which is not generally of interest to other inquirers

to find what he wants, and the majority of his authorities

are pretty certain not to have been printed. In the case

of Government records a great deal of most useful work has

been done in calendaring documents and in such cases it is

not difficult to find what is wanted, but even at the Record

Office there is still a huge mass of uncalendared matter, and

when we come to documents in the hands of other authorities

and of private persons the amount which has been indexed

or printed can only be a small fraction of that which exists.

It is therefore of the utmost importance to the local historian

that he should be helped to find his way about in this mass

of material. And here I must refer to what the Surrey County

Council with a wise generosity and the Surrey Record Society

are doing. They have compiled in co-operation, thanks to

the able assistance of Miss Powell, comprehensive lists of the

records which Parish Councils throughout Surrey actually
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possess, and also a list of Court Rolls, while a further volume

dealing with Municipal records is to follow. The Surrey

Record Society has also issued a guide to the documents in

the Record Office likely to be of service to the Surrey historian

of which the writer, Mr. Giuseppi, modestly remarks that he

disclaims any idea of being exhaustive, but which is never-

theless packed with information which is invaluable to the

inquirer. In addition to these guides the Surrey Record

Society has issued a number of volumes dealing with the

Chertsey Cartulary, Episcopal registers, the Surrey Musters,

Wills, Subsidy Rolls, Court Rolls, Parish Registers, etc. Its

work is not only of the very highest value to the Surrey his-

torian (and even in some cases to the general historian), but

it is truly complementary to the work of the Archaeological

Society. Neither Society indeed by itself adequately covers

the ground, and speaking both as a member of the Council

of the Archaeological Society and as a Vice-President of the

Record Society I wish to say how much I hope that more
members of the Archaeological Society will join the Record

Society. They may feel assured that in supporting the Record

Society they are rendering the very best service to Surrey

Archaeology.

In speaking just now of the ideal local historian I outlined

something to which it must be said that neither Dugdale

nor Manning and Bray nor even Maitland ever attained. But
we can, of course, be local historians with fewer attainments.

We must besides knowing our country and having some
general knowledge of its history be able to read a mediaeval

record, and know something of the English language other

than that which is now spoken, and of Latin and French.

These requirements are not really as exacting as they seem.

No one need be deterred by the difficulty of reading mediaeval

writing, for, however, unintelligible it at first seems to be, the

knack of reading can be acquired by practice, and there is

even some satisfaction in expanding abbreviations which at

first defeat you. NO HET AIA is not an obvious spelling of

non habet animalia, but it is really only a telescopic form

due to the scarcity of writing materials. As a matter of fact,

the mediaeval scribes often wrote much better than their

Tudor successors, while some of the seventeenth-century
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hands, e.g. that employed in the Court of Chancery, are really

difficult. Nor need it be supposed that the language is gener-

ally difficult. The mediaeval scribe conscientiously declined

the name Adam as a noun of the first declension in Latin,

but you soon realize that Ada is not a young lady's name,

but the ablative of Adam, and when the scribe's Latin gave

out he just relapsed into English with Latin terminations,

or sometimes without them. When he had to account for

the cost of new guttering over the porch he wrote " gutteram

desuper le porche," and, as a matter of fact, a knowledge of

Latin is often less help in mediaeval documents than a know-

ledge of English or French. The effect is sometimes very

quaint, when mediaeval English names, or even nicknames,

come into Latin documents, e.g. " Idem Johannes Wille tenet

unum ferthinglond quod fuit Pyghog," or when among the

witnesses to a Latin deed we find " Willy-with-the-Feet."

Many of you will remember the Norman-French judgment

in the case of a man who was indicted for a nuisance caused

by his candle factory, which laid down that " Le utihte del

chose excusera le noisomeness del stink," and the record of

the prisoner " Qui jecta un brickbat a le diet Justice que

narrowly missed." The local historian, although at times

rejoiced by such things as these, must, of course, be prepared

for much that may be dull, because it is repeated, for the

Middle Ages, and lawyers in all ages, never had any fear of

repetition. There is, for instance, in Court Rolls an enormous

amount of repetition, and documents such as conveyances

of course follow more or less fixed forms. But it would be

a huge mistake to imagine that such documents need be dull.

Before the law was reformed less than a century ago it was

not possible to be sure of purchasing land in England with

a good title except by a sort of method of exclusion, that

is to say that it was not enough to show undisturbed possession

even for a long period. The only safe method was to have the

history of the property for a long way back, so that you

could make sure that there was no one living who could dispute

your title. Hence nearly every piece of land in this country

must have, or had at one time, a series of deeds, which if you

can get hold of them, will reveal its history for generations.

Such series must exist all over the country, some of them
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known, but some of them stowed away in boxes in the cellars

or attics of solicitors' offices, quite valueless now for practical

purposes, and often entirely forgotten. From time to time

these places are cleared out, and deeds of great value for

historical purposes are lost, or destroyed, or get into the hands

of dealers, though in some cases they are, we may hope,

reverently preserved. Every member of this Society who
can prevent the destruction of such records is doing a service

to historical inquiry. Anybody who owns land which has

been in the possession of his family for lOO years may be

practically certain that he possesses such documents. When
I first began to take interest in local history, about twenty-

five years ago, I wrote to my solicitor to send me any old

papers of my own which were of no practical use—anything

I said which was, say, lOO years old. He thereupon sent

me documents, the very existence of which was quite unknown
to me, going back to 1466. Among others was a bundle

which illustrates admirably the way in which the old law.

operated to preserve documents. In 1738 Hathersham in

Nuffield was being purchased, and the solicitor drew up
a case for counsel giving the family history of the various

owners who had held the farm back to Elizabeth's time, and

asking whether the purchaser could safely purchase. Counsel

considered carefully all other possible interests which might

be outstanding, as well as among other things, the effect of

a deed of 1624, before he advised that the purchase could be

safely made. Little wonder that it was usual to stipulate

—

the quotation is from a bargain and sale of 1516—for " all

evidences scritts and meniments which he (the vendor) now
hath, or eny other man to his use hath, or hereafter at any

time shall have." If any of them were overlooked, the conse-

quences might be serious.

The history of the law of Real Property in England is not,

strictly speaking, part of the sphere of the local historian,

though he necessarily learns something of it as he travels

back through the centuries, and could hardly get far without

some understanding of it. But it is a most curious and inter-

esting subject, with developments some of which would be

entirely incredible, if they were not attested by a mass of

incontrovertible evidence, and upon these the local historian
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is continually stumbling. It is for instance startling to find

less than a hundred years ago the whole paraphernalia of

mediaeval litigation to recover freehold land still in common
use, starting with the writ of disseisin in le post, itself a modifi-

cation made by an Act of Henry III for the advantage of those

who having been ousted from their freeholds had before had

only the cumbrous procedure of the writ of right. The whole

procedure was preserved, petrified, as it were, in the Common
Recovery, which is itself the most oddly dramatic legal instru-

ment that the ingenuity of lawyers ever devised, consisting,

in fact, of a miniature legal action fought to a finish.

But behind the oddness, the ingenuity, the quaint survivals

of legal forms the local historian cannot fail as he follows

the descent of land through a series of deeds to see other

larger questions. Conveyance of land under the old feudal

law was essentially a public act, Livery of seisin or feoffment

being a symbolic transfer performed in the presence of your

neighbours. The churchmen and lawyers gradually intro-

duced a system of secret conveyance, so that frightened

conservatives protested indignantly that lands might pass

from one man to another " on payment of a little money in

an ale house." Parliament and King Henry VIII in the

Statute of Uses endeavoured to bolster up the old system

of publicity, but the ingenuity of the lawyers completely

defeated them, though the Act ]:emained on the statute book

till Lord Birkenhead's recent Act swept it away. The Statute

is, in fact, an astonishing instance of an Act on which has

been securely grounded an elaborate system of the very kind

which the Act was passed to render impossible. Now you

can hardly dig into the history of any farm in Surrey without

discovering that it has been formed by the agglomeration of

several holdings, and it must be true of the majority of parishes

that the number of landowners has steadily diminished since

the Middle Ages. How far it may be asked did the ease or

difficulty, the pubHcity or privacy, of the methods by which

land was transferred effectually operate to throw land into

the hands of a few large owners ? Or how far were the com-

pHcations of the law and expense of legal documents merely

a tax falling mostly on a class, which could afford it, and did

not in fact object to paying it ? There were plenty of obvious
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economic causes at work which tended in the same direction,

and we cannot here pursue the question. It is merely one

of the innumerable avenues of inquiry which the handling

of actual cases opens up to the local historian, one, perhaps

we should say, of his temptations to irrelevance. For our

present purpose the law of Real Property is chiefly important,

because it has operated to preserve a mass of historical evidence,

which other systems of law might not preserve. Much of

this evidence, as I have just observed, is in peril, and it is

the duty of all archaeologists to endeavour to preserve it.

If these remarks on the EngUsh law of Real Property have

laid me open to the charge of wandering somewhat far from
my subject, I can only plead that it is the very nature of

local history to open up innumerable avenues which one is

tempted to explore. Another avenue down which I should

like to peep is economic history. Manorial accounts are

extraordinarily interesting when they show not only the

financial results of farming, but the actual farming details,

the acreage, the exact crops grown and their yield, the number
of sheep, cattle, pigs, horses, and lists of the dead stock as

well as of the live stock. These accounts bring out in startUng

relief the poverty of mediaeval agriculture. Thus at Banstead

in 1277 no wheat on the desmesne land yielded as much as

a quarter to the acre, and only specially good land produced
as much as two quarters. This is a miserable return, and
would have been considered very poor a hundred years ago

when five quarters were thought to be a very good crop. It

is, of course, this sort of fact which explains the recurrence

of famine in the Middle Ages, and also the extraordinary

divergence of prices. For transport was difficult or even

impossible in a country without roads to speak of, or in the

case of an inland parish like Banstead without water com-
munications. There was therefore strictly speaking no price

for wheat or oats in the sense in which we habitually speak of

the price—our price is, of course, one fixed by the competition

of goods brought together in a market from various points

—

in the case of wheat from all over the world. But as there

were few or no means of transport, wheat might be scarce

and abnormally dear in one part of the country, while another

had a cheap and plentiful supply for its own requirements.
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Mediaeval averages of prices are often, therefore, it may be

said, averages which do not really represent any actual prices.

The same poverty appears in the live stock. In 1369 the

fleeces weighed less than 2 lb., though modern long-wool

sheep (Lincolns) average 8-9 lb., and have been known to

yield 14 lb.

Now these remarks may seem more appropriate to general

economic history than to local history, but they may serve

to illustrate one of the real difficulties of local history. It

is not reaUy difficult to read mediaeval MSS. or to know enough
Enghsh Latin and French, or to possess other necessary

general information for collecting materials for local history.

The greatest difficulty of the local historian reaUy is to know
how to treat his material when he has collected it. He is

not like the great county historians of a hundred years ago,

the Mannings and Brays, collecting material in an almost

virgin field. Their industry and learning excite our admira-

tion, and one cannot sometimes but wonder how without the

help of calendars and similar aids they ever got their material

together. But pretty well everything was grist that came to

their mill, and between them and the Victoria County His-

tories there is not much left to do in the way of county histories.

The difficulty for the local historian to-day is that deahng
as a rule with a narrower area even than a county, itself a

very small fraction of England, his facts, except those which
are definitely localized like facts relating to the descent of

a manor or connected with a particular field or building, are

apt to be like beads on a string, and he steers a perilous course

between the Scylla of a jejune recital of imperfectly con-

nected facts, and the Charybdis of generalizations which
however attractive they may be, cannot be adequately based

on the evidence from a single parish, or it may be even a

single county. The decisive consideration must presumably
be the purpose of the history. The ordinary village audience

for instance, hstening to a lecture on local history, might
reasonably expect some assistance to its imagination in the

shape of broad historical generalizations, to which a scholar

writing for scholars would not dream of committing himself,

not merely because he distrusted them but also because he
would regard them as out of place.



ON LOCAL HISTORY. I3I

In conclusion it may be interesting to enumerate the prin-

cipal books on Surrey history which have been published since

the war. Of our own volumes of Collections which have

appeared every year I need say nothing, since they are familiar

to you. To the volumes of the Surrey Record Society I

have aheady referred. Sixteen have been issued since the

war, some of them hke the volumes of taxation returns of

great general interest, others like the volumes of Parish

Registers of Wimbledon and Abinger of a more restricted

interest, but all soHd additions to the material at the disposal

of the Surrey historian. The largest and most elaborate

parish history is the late Mr. Uvedale Lambert's great history

of Blechingley, pubUshed in 1921, which deals with the history

of one of our principal parishes not only with great learning

but also with a profound knowledge of the countryside.

At the time of his death he was engaged in writing a history

of Godstone and Tandridge and had completed most of the

history of Godstone. This book is being printed for private

circulation.

In 1925, Mr. J. G. Taylor published his attractive volume

Our Lady of Batersey which, though Battersea is no longer

part of Surrey, may be appropriately mentioned here.

In 1926, Mr. Frederick Turner gave us an excellent history

of Egham under Church and Crown, and this very year Dr.

WiUiamson has given us an interesting book on the Royal

Grammar School at Guildford.

Among smaller works may be mentioned Old Camherwell,

by Mr. P. M. Johnston, in 1919 ; Beddington, by Mr. Bentham,
in 1923 ; and a Surrey and Sussex Border Church, by Mr.

Hooper, in 1925 ; nor is this hst complete. It is, however,

sufficient to show that interest in local history is active in

Surrey, and we may hope that it will continue to be increasingly

so, for there is plenty of scope for further effort.


